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Growing up in southern California, artist, photographer and filmmaker Thomas Campbell was
raised on the DIY aesthetic of the early 1980s skateboarding culture. Photography tips came
from like-minded fellow photographers employed in the skateboarding press rather than from
school, and art history was a matter of osmosis, not academia. In the mid-1990s, Campbell
moved to New York and immersed himself in the scene around Alleged Gallery, where he
quickly befriended and exhibited among the generation of artists who would star in the landmark
2004 exhibition Beautiful Losers. Campbell began documenting surfing culture in the late 1990s
through both photography and film. His first feature-length film, The Seedling, came out in 1999,
followed by Sprout in 2004 and The Present in 2009. Campbell’s surfing photography has long
been admired among by fellow surfers for its lack of gloss finish; unlike most, he eschews the
familiar fish-eye shots or tightly cropped land angles. The first of ten projected volumes in Um
Yeah Press’ surf photobook series, Slide Your Brains Out compiles work from the past 15 years.
Often lo-fi and gritty, other times lush and saturated, Campbell’s compositions--which include
portraits and action shots of some of the best surfers in the world--are always surprising and full
of emotion, from melancholy to exultation.Thomas Campbell (born 1969) is a self-taught painter,
sculpture, photographer and filmmaker. He divides his time between his painting/sculpture
studio in Bonny Doon, California, and traversing the globe making films. Campbell has had solo
exhibitions in New York, Paris, Tokyo, Denmark, the Netherlands, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Morocco; he is also creative director for the independent record label Galaxia, which has
released records by Tommy Guerrero, Bonnie “Prince” Billy, Peggy Honeywell and the Black
Heart Procession.
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Dickosurf, “Just go surfing. This bloke makes fantastic movies that make you get off your bum
and go surfing and now a book that does the same except now you want to be a photographer
as well . Love it”

Tom Lang, “Five Stars. Great artist, amazing photographer and just a relly good book!”

keiki, “Five Stars. Great art work ….. Such a great artist”

Cecele, “Perfect book to get you ready for summer!. I'm a huge fan of surf books, they get my
adrenaline pumping. But unlike the straightforward documentary style of most publications,
Thomas Campbell's "Slide Your Brains Out" (awesomely titled) is like an acid trip on a sunny day
at the beach. The colors are warm and vibrant and capture the righteousness of surf culture and
the ecstatic joy of catching a wave. Campbell's name might be familiar because he was part of
the Beautiful Losers scene. The majority of his published works are on his colorful, playful and
downright trippy art, like Gingko Press' "From UMMMM to DER: Recent Works and Installations
of Thomas Campbell." But this book was a pleasant surprise and has me stoked for summer to
get on started!”

KW, “Nice surf photo book. I must admit it is one of my fav photography/surf books really
capturing the vibe. any one looking for insporation should love it”

JBU, “SPLENDIDE. Superbe ouvrage, superbes photos, qui symbolise un retour aux sources de
l'esprit surf de tte la crew Californienne.Le surf ce n'est pas que de la performance, des
notations, des aérials, des cuts back... c'est aussi et surtout du plaisir, des voyages, des
rencontres, du PLAISIR... et quand l'esthétique s'y rajoute, Mr CAMPBELL est la pour le garder
ds la boite !Superb work, great pictures, symbolizing a return to the spirit of surfing by the
California crew since the mid of 90'The surf is not only performance, aerials, cuts back on ... it is
above all, travel, meetings, discovery and FUN ... and when the esthetics is adds, Mr Campbell
is here to keep it in his box!”

Sevi, “libro de fotos. Gran fotografo...... nice pics...... es bueno que el autor agrege un pequeño
comentario de las fotos.Buena encuadernacion fotos a color”

      y's, “      .                                                                 
                            ”

The book by Michael Alden has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 12 people have provided feedback.
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